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October 22, 1979

B.ES GESTAE
THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN LAW SCHOOL STUDENT WEEKLY

'Economic' Cooleys to
Begin
Today
Three to Clerk
for
High Court
Three recent graduates of the

Law School have been named clerks
for U.S. Supreme Court justices
for the court term starting next
fall.
The Law School consistently has
one or two graduates selected as
Supreme Court clerks each year.
This is the first time in recent
history th..at three graduates have
been named to the sought-after clerkships.
The Law ScDool graduates selected
were Robert Knauss, 'Who will clerk
for Justice William H. Remquist;
Richard Gregory Morgan, 'Who will
clerk for Justice Lewis F. Powell;
and Carl E. Schneider, 'Who will
serve under Justice Potter Stewart.
The three clerks, all 1979 graduates
of the Law School, will serve for
one year.
Y...nauss is currently serving a
clerkship for Judge ~.Jalter R.
:t.1ansfield of the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Second Circuit in
New York.
1-brgan is currently clerking for
Senior Judge Edward Lumbard of the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Second Circuit in New York.
Sclmeider :~ is currently law clerk
for Judge Car1 McGowan of the U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals for the
D.C. Circuit in Washington.
One graduate of the Law School is
currently serving as a Supreme Court
clerk; he is Philip Frickey, who is
clerking for Justice Thurgood ~
shall.

Professor Guido Calabresi of
Yale University, a theorist best known
for his application of modern economic
analysis to legal problems, will deliver
the 1979 Thomas M. Cooley lecture l1onday, Tuesday and Wednesday at 4 p.m.
in Room 120, Hutchins Hall.
The title of the series is: "Nonsense on Stilts? The New Law and Economics Twenty Years Later."
Calabresi is one of the small band
of scholars who first employed modern
economic analysis to study legal insti- .
tutions and dostrines. During the past
two decades, the work of these scholars
has illuminated many of the most enduring problems of the law.
Much of Calabresi's work has dealt
with economic considerations in the
fields of torts, property and medical
law.
Calabresi has been a member of the
Yale faculty for nearly twenty years ·
and Sterling Professor of Law at Yale
since 1978.
Presented since 1947, the Thomas M.
Cooley Lectures are named for a member
of the first law faculty and later law
dean at Michigan who later served as a
Michigan Supreme Court Justice.
--Stephen Selbst
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We would like to respond to the letters criticizing the positions of Feminist Legal Services, Women Law Students Association and National Lawyers Guild on the subject of Misty
Beethoven. The original letter was not the
statement of only three female law students, as
assumed by Jose Sariego, but of three student
organizations with wide constituencies in the
law school. It should also be noted that the
Guild has male members, which may render our
position more credible to Mr. Sariego than if
"only" women students were protesting the
showing of the film.
Although Mr. Sariego declines to "reach the
merits of whether or not pornography degrades
women" this issue was the major focus of the
original letter and cannot be avoided. His
letter reminds us of a judicial opinion which
refuses to deal with the merits of a hard case
be deciding it on alternative grounds. We realize that the question of pornography is a
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102A L.R. Please mark all Docket
items and submit them separately.
Distribution: Monday afternoons
The Res Gestae is a student-run, student-funded newspaper. · . While we try to
print all submissions the week they
are received, this is not always possible. We never edit contributions
for content, however we reserve the
right to edit for length and grammar.
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difficult one. However, the merits of the issue and the criticized demand that the film
not be shown are so inextricably connected tha
any discussion cannot separate the two.
By reinforcing sex roles which have kept wo- 1
men in a subservient position, pornography
oppresses and degrades wonten. Pornography
tributes to a dehumanizing attitude towards
women which makes rape a "popular" crime among[
men. In a study by researchers Seymour Fishbach arid Neal Malamuth in an October, 1979
Psychology Today article, 51% . of the men who
watched a pornographic rape film said they
might rape a woman if they knew they wouldn't
get caught.
Given the serious consequ·ences of pornog
it is not enough ;·.that we simply state our
objections to the film in a letter ) to the Res j
Gestae and let intelligent people decide
themselves what they will see. The very act
of presenting this film to the community caus
harm in several ways. First, as a student or-!
ganization which offers films for public view~
ing, Gargoyle is speaking on behalf of the
~
entire law school, not just the members of th
film society. We do not want to give tacit
approval to the sponsoring of pornographic
films. Second, by renting a pornographic fil
Gargoyle is financially contributing to the
market for pornography. If no one paid for
these films, they would not be produced.
When Mr. Sariego speaks of First Amendment
protection he clearly does not understand the
nature of a abridgement of the First Amendment!
which states that "Congress shall make no law.!
• . abridging the freedom of speech • • . . " Th
Fourteenth Amendment extends this prohibition
to the states. Nowhere in the original lette
did the organizations call upon a state insti
tution, such as the law school administration,
to ban the film. The organizations have no
institutional coercive power to ·c ompel Gargoy
Film Society to cancel the film as the law
school might have. They were seeking a volun
tary compliance with their demand that the
film not be shown .
The organizations' demand is not even an
attempt at censorship, as Mr. Sariego asserts 1
The film society must recognize the support i~
gives to pornography by running .Misty Beetho~~
and have sense enough to act responsibly. As 1
Dean Sandal ow said, speaking. in support of thl
organizations' letter at a WLSA luncheon, "Th
exercise of good judgment is not censorship."
We are disturbed by the tendency of this la
school to train its students not to think in
normative terms . . We are not merely "hired
Continued on p. 5
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~et-the-Crane-Out

.!of--the--Pit Winners
In the RG's "get the crane out of the pit"
there was a tie for first place. How. ever, the foreman, Tom Miller, and supervisor
'IRon Clore, have offered to buy all the contestlants a beer at Dominick's this Friday. Meet in
ithe lobby of the library with editor Polly
Latovick at 4:30 to collect the beer.
·~ contest,

lWinners-

·
-I think the best way to het the crane out is
twith another crane. Lets face it, that crane
.has been down there by itself a long, long time
/If they bring_ in a female crane, dress her up,
!put perfume on her, etc., and parade her by the
!pit that crane will be out in no time. If it's
h female crane down there the solution is the
~ same, just reverse it . If this doesn't get the
~ crane out then it's dead; · they may as well just
j bury it down there ..
- -Peter Zeitler
,

A Quiz for. 1--L's

Who is:
- One who is an ideal, a standard, the
· embodiment of all those qualities which
we demand of the good citizen?(Superman?)
- One who invariably looks where he is
going?(A horse with blinders?)
- One who neither star-gazes nor is lost
in meditation when apprbaching trapdoors?
(Seriously, whenwas the last time you
saw a trapdoor?)
·
- One who never drives his ball until
those in front of him have definitely
vacated the putting green which is his
own objective?(Arnold Palmer?)
- One who never from one year's end to
another makes an excessive demand upon
his wife or his servants?(A poor bachelor?)
- One who never swears, gambles or loses
his temper; who uses nothing except in
moderation?(Scratch law students!)
For clues to this paragon of citizenship, see, Prosser, HANDBOOK ON THE LAW
OF TORTS, §32, fn. 21, or turn to page
~ for the answer.

-Pretend the crane is like a teaspoon. build a
fulcrum under the outstretched arm. drop a 5
ton truck on the end of the rigid member. the
crane will rise out of the hole, flip once, and
land on the business school. -Peter Jourdan, Peter
Manbeck, Russ Rua, Charles Shumaker
J -Give the crane 2 days with a beginning swimming
manual and then fill the pit with water.
'i1 -Offer it a . weeks vacation i f it figures its own
way out.
-Put springs under it and bounce it out.
-Sell it to the Arabs and let them figure out
how to get it out~
' -Use another crane, helicopter or skyhook to
get it out.
-Dismantle it and take it out bolt by bolt
-Ramp it up.
-Melt it down and siphon it off.
-Attach pontoons. Fill the pit with water,
float it out.
-Equip the crane with a rotary screw, point
1 it in the direction of China, and rev the engine.
~ Send along a Mandarin-speaking torts professor
~ to deal with problems on the other side.
-Throw a cable around the ease end of the library
and attach it to the engine. Let the crane pull
itself out.
-Construct a tube around the body of the crane.
Have Tacoma Narrows Improved Risk, Inc. place
a charge underneath. Aim for Skylab. Detonate.
-Paint the crane cab green. Put the law review
offices in it-for most, it will be out of mind,
and therefore out of sight.
1

-Be patient. As Lake Michigan recedes, a gradual rising of the land should push the crane
out of the pit within the next 50,000 to 100,
000 y.ears. Removal of the crane and openingday ceremonies at the library should thus
coincide.
-In eight easy steps:
1) Law School Alumni corner market on flag_s tones of the type damaged by construction.
2) Kauper and Cooper defend any antitrust
actions brought against the Alumni
3) Alumni raise price of flagstones so high
that the construction company cannot possibly
afford to purchase them.
4) Ann Arbor Bank & Usury advances construction
company money to purchase flagstones, taking
a security interest in all equipment and
assets except the crane.
5) On eve of bankruptcy AAB&U takes a further
security interest in the crane for the antecedent debt.
6) Construction company files for bankruptcy.
7) Trustee in bankruptcy voids AAB&U's interest
in the crane as a fraudulent transfer.
8) Crane is now trustee's problem, let him
get it out.
-In two easy steps:
1) Remove arm
2) Leave engine and casing in new building and
use as a large mobile space heater(I wish they
had one in the stacks right now!)
More suggestion$, p. 5

Law School .Bews and Rotlces
-The month of October is the time when
priorities are set for the expenditures
of the Law Club's Reserves Account.
This is a fund set aside for major rennovations and purchases (eg. last years
downspout project).
The Club has received some ideas from
residents for needed items, and would
appreciate any more suggestions you have.
The building structural needs will
come first and this will take a majority of the funds, but there probably
be some left over for "extras".
Drop by Diane Nafranowicz' s office in.·
the Lawyers Club or leave her a · note.

-PASS/FAIL DEADLINE - It's coming up
this week! Wednesday, October 24, is
the last day to elect to pass/fail a
:lass .

*

*

*

*

*

-A change has been made in the Preclassification and Preregistration Calendar
printed in last week'~ R.G.. The firstyear course selection panel will be on
wednesday, November 7 at 10:00 a.m. in
Room 100 HR. The Summer-starter course
selection panel will be held Tuesday,
October 30, at 1:30 p.m. in Room 100 HR.

*

- The Natural Resources Defense Council
(NRDC) has written asking for a second
year law student who would like .to work
with their P~oject on Clean Water this
coming winter semester. Interested
students may submit a proposal for credit for the experience. There ·is more
information on NRDC and on externships
in general,in the externship files in
Dean Eklund's office. Students should
also contact either Professor Sax or
Soper to discuss sponsorship.

*

*

.

*

*

·k

*

- SOCIAL COMMITTEE NOTES: . This Saturday
night, October 27th, the LSSS is sponsoring a Halloween Party beginning at
9 p.m. in the Lawyers Club Lounge.
Although the wearing of costumes is not
mandatory, they are strongly recommended.
Beer and punch will be provided.
Next Social Connnittee event will be
the pre-Ohio State game party entitled
"Woody's Wake". It will be held in · the
L.C. Lounge on Saturday morning, Nov. 17.

*

*

------···- -----

L.S.S.S. Bote&'
At its meeting on Wednesday, LSSS voted
to give Law Partners $125 additional
funding so they can put on Casino Night
on Nov. 3. A report was given on
Speakers Committee's plans for the year.
Help is desparately needed ot help
compile course evaluations. Thanks to
MSA, volunteers will be paid 8¢ per survey.
.
Engineers from the University visited
the law school last week so they could
make plans to change part of the men's
room in Hutchins Hall to a women's room.
Alterations to the Hutchins Hall drinking
water system are also being studied, so
we might have cold water some day. ·
Next LSSS neeting is \vednesday at 4:30
in 242 HH.
If you would like to help on the Library
vlgilante connnittee, contact Buckwheat
Norby at 662-7149.
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DEAR STUDENTS:
The R.G. received the following
letter the ~ther day and passes it
along to you Arendal 8/10 1979
Sir!
I would be pleased if you could help
me to get some pen-friends from your
school. I would like to correspond
with . a girl or a boy.
I am going to secondary school. (gymnasium) I'm a girl that is seventeen
years old, light, with blue eyes. I
am living at the coast of Norway, a
few miles outside a town called Arendal
It's in the south of this country.
I haven't any especial hobby. But,
I am interested in' foreign cultures
and so on. That's why I would like
to correspond with a foreign student.
T'ro not very good in English, but
I hope it's understandable. I look
forward to getting your letter!
My best wishes
Gerd Karin Kjeldsen
Lill~str¢mabu Vei 1
4800 Arendal
Norway

ORGANIZATIONS' LETTER Continued from p. 2

SUGGESTIONS Continued from p. 3
Attach hot air ballon. Place all law school
unners underneath and start them talking.
he hot air generated should cause it to
aft gently out of the hole.
~ In five easy steps:
t) Remove the beam and break it down into 2
ections which the other carne can hoist out.
) The cab should be removed from the treads.
) .The other crane will hoist out both the
ab and the treads.
) It is possible that the cab and treads
tan be removed together. (Depends on the
tapacity of the second crane)
Total time for the operation should be less
~han one day.

~

p)
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ANSWER TO FIRST YEAR QUIZ:

The reasonable man, of course!

-

guns" who will go through life being able to
argue both sides of an issue without ever taking
a stand. To acknowledge a dangerous activity
in society without trying to abolish it is
cowardice. By not speaking out, we would be
contributing to the general acceptance of pornography. Instead, we are striving to create
a society in which we don't have a need to be
entertained by the degradation and humiliation
of a class of people.
We three female law students could not agree
on a unified response to Joseph Innamorat1• I s
side-splitting letter, so we list our individual
reactions:
· - His brain must have been repossessed by RotoRooter.
Only a man could consider impotence a crime.
- He has been caught with his pants down--and
I see how tiny his brain is.
-Sherry Estes, Kathie Machle, Sherri Goodman

.·I
by R. Guildenstern, Jr.
rounded by blinking colored lights. He was
Rumors have been emanating from Southern Caexplaining the rules of the game, or_class,
lifornia about the existence of a brand-new in-=stitution dedicated to a program of legal into his students.)
PROF: We've surveyed one hundred opinions
struction that promises to be novel and unorthodox. As it is well known that many a germ of
from leading state and federal courts around
an idea original to California ends up infecting
the country, and extracted the essential eleour entire society (viz., Jerry Brown, disco
ments from each one. The results of this
roller skating, and grape Kool-Aid), I felt it
survey will be revealed on the board as we
incumbent upon me to investigate this neophyte
go along. But its up to you to guess what's
establishment in order to be able to warn the
behind each of these slots. For each lower
legal community of the possible threat to
court that agrees with you, you get one point l
our Anglo-American way of life. To this end,
supreme court opinions are worth two points; 1
I sohourned out into the wolderness north of
dissents . and concurring opinions do not count
L.A. to see what I could see.
The contestant with the highest number of
I spoke to the guiding light and inspiration
·paints wins, and gets an opportunity to play
of this new establishment, the well-known teleFinal Contracts Law at the end of the term. 1
I
vision producer, Chuck Bore-us. To most of us,
Okay! Ready?
·
.
.
Mr. Bore-us is known only as the intellect beCLASS: Ready!
I
hind such edifying television fare as "The Dating PROF: Then let's begin. The first topic toda~
Game" and "The Gong Show". However, a chat with
is fraud. Fill in the blank. "Fraud is
"
this multifaceted personality reveals his deep
Yes! Mr. Jerkoff!
interest in "actualizing the human potential
JERKOFF: Fraud is - morally wrong, especially
of individuals", or what in a simpler time we
when perpetrated on widows and orpahns.
called "education". Thus.he has started his
(Hissing and chuckling from the class.)
own legal institution simply entitled "Chuck
PRQF: Is it up on the board?
.Bore-us's Law School!", as a first step towards
(Dramatic pause, then a tape recording of a
his goal of a nationally prominent university,
Bronx cheer informs that· Jerkoff loses.) No!
U. Bore-us.
Over to you, Mr. Snerdley!
Mr. Bore-us graciously consented to speak to
SNERDLEY: Fraud is - a false representation
me in his plush, yet unpretentious office, in
made by defendant with scien~er and an intenorder that I might learn about Bore-us Law School. tion to induce reliance, upon which the plain
RG: Chuck, your critics in the television _industiff justifiably r .e lies to his detriment.
try say that .your productions are inane drivel
(Applause -by class.)
with no redeeming social value, that your shows
PROF: Let's see if its up .there! (Ding ding
force people to strip themselves of all human
ding ding!) Yes! Seventy-four of the hundred
dignity, and that you personally consider the
courts surveyed said that fraud is a fake
vast majority of the population to be absolute
ripcretins. How do you respond to that?
(Bore-us turned off the television at this
CB: Well, I believe that those same qualities
point)
that have made me successful in the TV business
RG: That's amazing . But I thought the prowill lead to a successful law school.
fessor was a tad too sedate. I can recommend
RG: I don't doubt it. But I thought your
a contracts prof at Michigan who'd be perschool was supposed to be different. How do you
fect for the job.
intend to do that?
CB: Really: I'll look into it. Do you think
CB: We feel that we've taken a revolutionary
he'd be interested?
step in doing away with the Socratic method of
RG: Sure. If they can ever figure out how
teaching. Instead, we use a method of my own
to get him off the crane and out of the lidevice called the Bore-us method.
brary pit. But getting back to your school,
RG: ' sounds like the same thing to me. What's
what else do you do differently here?
different about it?
CB : We're very proud of our moot court proCB: See for yourself. You can watch a firstgram. We believe a good moot court experienc
year contracts class in action.
is crucial to a lawyer's intellectual develop
(He flicked a switch under a television screen
ment; therefore we have made signigicant imlabelled "Screen one - classroom". A professor
provements in the traditional prognam, as ,;
appeared on screen, standing next to a large
you'll see here.
electronic board with ten hlank slots, all sur(He switched on "Screen · two - Moot Court Roolll
Continued on p. 9
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ELS B.eports
Opponents of the Tellico Dam recently
suffered a serious setback when President Carter enacted a law exempting the
project from the Endangered Species Act.
But the fight isn't over yet, according
to Zyg Plater, the Wayne State University Law professor who led the legal
battle against the dam since 1974.
Plater will speak about the political
role of a lawyer on issues such as Tellico, on Friday, October 26 at noon
(See Docket) .
"More is at stake than the construction
of one turkey of a dam, or the extinction
or a tiny fish," said Plater. "If we
lose this fight, the Endangered Species
Act has suffered a serious setback. In
retrospect, it makes you wonder whether
the system is such that we should just
avoid risking great things like this."
Plater, along with his students,
fought the dam to the United States
Supreme Court, which enjoined further
construction because of the threat to
the snail darter. Since that decision,
Plater and the darn's opponents lobbied
the administrative agencies and congress
to get the decision to stick. Now that
the legislature has over-ridden the
endangered species ruling, another
court-room battle has begun. The
Cherokee Indians are suing to enjoin
construction because the dam would flood
sacred religious sites in the valley.
Access to these sites was guaranteed
in the Indian Religious Freedom Act of
1978.
Plater, who will teach Administrative
Law at U-M in the spring, believes that
the lawyer's role in an issue such as

this necessarily _involves political
manipulations - in the administrative
agencies, th~ courts, and the legislature. In addition, media coverage
can have a critical impact on the outcome.
"One thing that really hurt us was
that the media kept referring to it as
a $115 million dam, as if that was how
much was at stake in abandoning the
construction already completed. In
reality, orily a very small portion of
that has been spent on construction.
Most of the money went to purchase
land in the valley."
NEW ELS PROJECT: PIGEON RIVER CASE
RESEARCH NEEDED IMMEDIATELY
The Michigan Supreme Court ruling
enjoining oil drilling in the Pigeon
River State Forest has been challenged.
The oil companies calirn they are not
bound by the injunction.
Memos are needed analyzing (1) whethe1
the defendants are bound by the injunction and (2) the "permanence" of the
permanent injunction. This latter
question is especially relevant to
students in Professor Cooper's Equitable Remedies course.
Interested students should contact
Mike Aichenbaum at the ELS Office or
at 995-0755.
--Sanford Lewis

*

*

*

J:'OliDOf 'S

on rare leave from the library.) There
was the litigator, who for half an hour
extolled a vision of the work ethic that
would have gladdened the heart of many
a robber baron. There was the new
"We get a lot of law -students in here," associate, who barely spoke, but had
an uncontrolled nervous tic which, I
the barber explained. "In fact, I just
felt sure, must only have developed afte
had one in here before . you."
he'd begun work for this firm.
"Oh," I mumbled. (Alas, I shall never
I did not receive an offer.
win a small talk-adroitness award.)
"Yep," he continued. "He was getting
This year, I was more optimistic in
ready to go to L. A. for the weekend
approaching the interviewing process,
for some interviews. You know, you get
and somewhat naively hoped that all my
your suit pressed, shoes shined, then
bad experiences were behind me.
hair cut. You got any interviews
this weekend?"
·
Not quite.
One fact I've tried to bring out. in
"Unrrn, no."
my interviews is that I've done some
research on U.S . trade with China. This:
For me, law school interviews involve
has
led to some interesting conversation!
more trava11 than travel.
One
of my first interviewers announced!
I can claim, however, that I inter"Well,
we have a couple of minutes left .
viewecl(last year) with a firm to which
Tell
me
about Chinese law." In two
I
EVERY Michigan student who spoke with
minutes???
their representative was called back~
I had another interviewer who kept
Honest! BOTH of us.
referring
mysteriously to a "China
I was rather . amused when only two
connection." I inquired if he represent!
students signed up to speak with this
midwestern firm.(I shall not divulge
ed an.y firms doing business with China. I
After all, the firm resume had said
·
it's name, o~ the city--they did not
return this year, so there is no need
~omething about representing Japanese
I
to protect anyone.)
·
1nvestors. "No," he told me, ''we don't .
My amusement gave way to consternation, You know, the Chinese don't deal with
I
just any firms.
I mean, they're pretty
then painful discomfort, during the
interview. The man was certainly the
selective about who they'll deal with.
most boring interviewer I've encountered ALL those Orientals are pretty
(and that's saying something!) The half- inscrutable."
hour spent with him was SNORE CITY.
Maybe I ought not to bring up that
subject in the future ...
Worse than that, he was positively rude,
telling me . how disappointed he was in
the grades of both of the. people he had
I am, however, developing - a feel for
spoken to, and declaring that he simply
sensing rejections while opening my
could not understand why no one from
mailbox, even before, with hands trembli
Law Review had signed up.
and heart pounding, I open any envelopes
I subsequently found out that the
I do not read the letters; instead, I
other student, a woman, was told by
glance sideways, seeking to (actually,
this aged alum, "I never thought I'd
not 'to) ·spot certain giveaway key words.
see the day they let women live in
Key-Word-Spotting is an acquired skill.
the quad!"
The words you DON'T want to spot are
We coth were shocked (to say the
"regret"; "unable"; "best of luck"; or
least) to receive callbacks.
I apthat ever-popular phrase, "many qualiproached the v!isit with some
fied applicants."
trepidation.
I am undecided as to whether! it is
Justifiably so. · The other members of
more painful to receive a form rejection
the firm were (how can this be said
or the longer, more personal semi-form,
delicately?) --"characters." There was
implicit in which is the agonizing idea
the founder , who looked as if he'd been
that you had a chance and came close,
exhumed for this meeting, and who exbut something you did, most likely
plained that the three clerks they
during the interview, blew it for you.
planned to hire would share a single
To avoid the impact of such letters, I desk in a closetlike office. (Late last
have begun to read only the first line '
summer I spotted someone who I felt sure of the responses from firms.
Bel:if';ve me,
was one of those clerks: nervous,
sallow-complexioned and claustrophobic;
Continued on p. 9
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EBA Move--a--Thon
A Success

DICTUM Continued from p. 6
A panel of three judges appeared, all in black
robes and powdered wigs. The Chief Justice
spoke.)
CJ: The next case on the docket is Hapless v.
Pretty Rotten Industrial Corp. Are you ready,
: counsellors? Then proceed.
. STUDENT: May it please the Court. My name is
j Paul Schlepp, and I represent the plaintiff in
; this case, Ms. Elsie Hapless. The underlying
1 claim herein is for damages suffered by .Ms.
Hap1 less when sho was scalded while stepping into a
hot tub manufactured by defendant, the Pretty
Rotten Industrial Corp.(Hereinafter called PRIC)
The issue in question here concerns jurisdiction
over the defendant. We will show that PRIC can
: be reached by the California long-arm statute.
i In personum jurisdiction over PRIC can be based
· on certain minimum contacts, most notably a
donation of seventy-five cents by Ebenezer Rotten,
sole shareholder of PRIC, to the "Club the Baby
Seals Assn. of Marin County", thereby satisfying
the test set down by the U.S. Supreme Court in
the famous case of International(During Mr. Schlepp's final sentence, one of the
Justices had stealthily stepped down from the
bench and crept up behind . him with a large gong.
At this point he crashed the gong in counsel's
ear, causing him to fall down in a heap, to the
great hilarity of the spectators. Bore-us then
flicked off the picture.)
CB: Do you see the beauty of our method? Rather
than have the judges ask the student ridiculous
questions, we simply ''gong him" if he stinks.
Direct feedback is always the most effective, and
we .feel gonging to be about as direct as we can
get.
RG: Actually, that was remarkably similar to my
· own experience in case club.
But let's move on to more important matters.
(At this point Bore-us requested that we
complete the interview at some other time. He
explained that he had appointments to speak
with Howard Cosell and John Dean. When I remarked that those two individuals seemed odd
interviewers, he said that they weren't there
to interview him. Actually, they were the two
finalists to complete the faculty at Bore-us
Law. It ·was expected the new professor would
teach Professional Ethics and a new course entitled "Lawyer as Mouthpiece."
Thus we agreed to continue on the following
day. Tune in next week for the exciting conclusion to this ·interview, in which I ' will ask abot1t
! the Bore-us interview system and attempt to
uncover the whole truth about Bore-us Law School.)

Over 80 supoorters of the Equal
Rights Amendment walked, roller-skated,
and rode bicycles on a five mile "Movea-Than" in Ann Arbor on Saturday. Members of the law school community
pledged about $300 to law students who
walked in the Move-a-Thon. The goal
of the Move-a -Thon, which was sponsored
by the National Organization for Women,
was to raise money for the national
campaign for ratification of the ERA.
Three more states must ratify the
ERA before it can go into effect.
The Move-a-Thon started at 9:00 on
Saturday morning at Palmer Field where
Debbie Green, President of Ann Arbor
NOW, Margot Duley-Morrow, Chairperson
of Michigan ERA (and former Director of
the Lawyers Club), Phil Power, husband
of Regent Sarah Power, and Martina
Meyers, head of Students for the ERA,
made short remarks. The participants
then set out on the planned route
through Ann Arbor, carrying signs and
chanting pro-ERA slogans. Many shoppers looked out from stores and students came out from their dorms to
see the marchers as they passed. The
Move-a-Thon ended towards .noon back
at Palmer Field. It appeared that
all those who set out finished the walk.
A law school group is being formed
to support the ERA ratification drive.
Since a ratification bill may be
introduced in Illinois this year, students may have the opportunity to work
in the field on a ratification campaign. Those interested in working to
support the ERA can sign up on the
sheet posted on the . t-JLSA bulletin board .
--Ruth Stevens
· GOMPLAIN':L Col;.tin.Jred from p. 8
that suffices. In each of the ..first
six rejections I received this year,
the first six words were i.dentical:
"It was a pleasure meeting you ... "
On occasion, you need not even
read that far. In . the next letter ,
the address was correct ; but the
salutation read "Dear John" -I knew right then it was all over.

-RAPQ

Spews
NATTY DREAD-or You Can Get It If
You Really Want
Natty Dread suffered a defeat at theJ1 hands
of the Dental "A" team last Wednesday after holding
· them scoreless for the fmrst hllf. Early in the
second ha1f, the Dents drove down to the Natty two
yard line and were halted, but scored on the next
series. The Dread defense looked good for the first
fualf, but was not sufficiently aggressive, pla¥ing
to contain the Dents in the second. Linebackers
Newborn, Plotkin and captain Meller held well after
settling into the style of the Dents play. Corner
Tom Tate and safety Gene Ludwig looked strong. KidkEr
Jourdain sent the ball sailing far into the enemy zone
each time he contacted the pigskin and quareerback-punter
Strehlow kept the Dents off guard in the first half,
tossing short passes to eat away at their defense.
The Dread line and pass ruxh of Uitvlugt, Richardson,
and Meller were sharp.throughout. Next game is Wed, nesday against the experienced Law Dogs at Elbel
at 7:50 p.m.

SPORTSPERSON OF THE WEEK
CINDY FICKE-- In the coree relay
meet, Cindy joined Pete Masser,
Brooke Schumm and Laurie Kasson on .
the victorious hurdles team. Her
220 yd. leg of the half mile relay
helped Michigan Bar Association get
second in that event. When the meet
came down to the long jump, Coach Al
Knauf demandeda 14 foot jump by
Ficke. Cindy responded by jumping
14 feet and 1/4 inch giving the Bar
Assoc. a three way tie for first in
the meet .
SPORTS DEADLINES
Oct. 22--Women's Volleyball Entries
Due. ·

SPORTS RESULTS

PASSERS SINK NAVY
"Pistol" Pete Kupelian torpedoed two goals to
give Law Passers a 2-0 victory over Navy R.O.T.C.
last Sunday. With the win, Passers advance to
the semifinals of the All-campus soccer championships against long-time rivals, the Leafhoppers.
Two years ago, Passers were blanked 6-0 in the
semi-finals by the same Leafhoppers, but this
year's stronger team may be up to the test.
Kupelian's first goal came early in the game
on a fast break pass from Art Kepes. His ·
second (and fifth of the year) come soon afterwards off a Larry Abel pass. Steve Moser recorded his third shutout in 5 games ; Passers
are now 4-0-1.
OUTLAWS OVER TROJANS
The Outlaws brought their football record to
2-0 with an 18-6 victory over the Trojans. Two
Dean Rocheleau interceptions set up 20 and 15yard touchdown passes from Mike Romero to Steve
Lockardt. · Paul Brown raced 35 yards for the
final Outlaw .TD on an interception.

Graduate Division
Bowling
DSD A 2089

Law Gold

Touch Football
Mutants 28 Law Phid · 12
Law Bronze 8 Cutthroats 0
Outlaws 18 Trojans 6
MBA Green 14 Trash 6
Dental Derelicts 14 Law Mellow 6
DSD "A" 22 Natty Dreads 0
Law Dogs WON MBA Blue FORFEIT
Law Hike 20 DSD "B" 0
Law Green 12 MBA Red 6
Law Gold 10 Law Purple 0
MBA Gold 6 Tort Feasors 0
Coree Division
Innertube Water Polo
NCE 8 Michigan Bar Assoc. 6
Touch Football
Hole-in-the-Wall 24 Michigan Bar 0
Nunc Pro Tunc 1 West Side Coeds 0
(won by 1st downs)
·Volleyball
Law Violet WON
Law Bronze WON
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2032

Frederick #2 FORFEIT
Kangaroos FORFEIT

SPORTS POLL
Last week's sports poll winner was Ron Ruma with a 24- 11 mark
(.686). Douglas Johnson and Keefe Brooks also posted scores of 2411 but Ron won out on the tie breaker, correctly picking Iowa as the
big 10's leading scorer. The loser of the week was Larry Pachter with
a 12 • 23 mark (.343). The average score was 20- 15 (.571). Ron's
pi'ize is one free pitcher of beer to be provided by Rick's American
Cafe, located .at 611 Church st. Ron can pick up his voucher any day at
the LSSS office. The rules remain the ~ame, circle ·the winners and cross
out the losers. Results of th~ opinion poll will be published in two
weeks. Entries are due by 5:00 PM Friday.
COLLEGE
Illinois (l3t) at Minnesota
Indiana (18i) at Michigan
Iowa at Wisconsin (6i)
Michigan St. (17f) at Ohio St.
Northwestern (25i) at Purdue
Virginia Tech (34t) at Alabama
Houston (7i) at Arkansas
USC at California (9f)
Central Michigan at Kent St. (15f)
Florida St. (6f) at LSU
Colorado (22i) at Nebraska
s. Carolina (14i) at Notre Dame
Iowa St. (21i) at Oklahoma
~. Virginia (17f) *t Penn St.
Texas at SMU (lOt)
Washington at UCLA ·c5t)
Auburn (li) at Wake Forest
New Mexico (21i) at Brigham Young
Kansas St. (12i) at Missouri

Penn (16t) at Yale
Princeton (f) at Harvard
Navy (4i) at Pittsburgh

PRO
Kansas City (8i) at Denver
N.Y. Jets (11f) at Houston
New England at Baltimore (12i)
Buffalo at Detroit (4i)
Dallas atPittsburgh (t)
Philadelphia at Cincinnati (7f)
Green Bay (9i) at Miami
Cleveland (f) at St. Louis
N.Y. Giants (11i) at Los Angeles
Chicago at San Francisco (4i)
Tampa Bay (2f) at Minnesota
New Orleans (7i) at Washington
Seattle (3f) at Atlanta (MON)

Tie Breaker: Hov.r many yards passin§ will Michigan have Saturday?

Name=------------~-----------------

1•

OPINION POLL - Pick Your College Top Ten
6. ____________________________

----------------------------

?. ____________________________

2. ____________________________

3.

8. ____________________________
------------------~--------

9-----------------------------

4·-·----------------------------

10. ____________________________

5---------------------------~------
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SATURDAY, October 27
- Halloween Party in L.C. -Lounge
starting at 9:00; Costumes recommended. Sponsored by LSSS Social
Committee.
-

-- --?1

MONDAY, October 22
- Christian Law Studen~s. Cook Room.
4:00 p.m.
TUESDAY, October 23
- Help wanted compiling faculty-course
evaluations. Will pay 7¢ per
- WLSA Luncheon--Cathy Fotjik will speak
survey
but only this week. You
on "Pornography: A Feminist Issue" at
can
do
work
at home. Go to LSSS
noon in the Lawyers' Club Lounge. Ms.
office,
217
H.H.
for details.
Fotjik, a County Connnissioner, is
Chairperson of the NOW Connnittee on
- Harvard Law School, Michigan of the
Violence Against Women and founder of
East shirts--pick up your order
Safe House, a local shelter for batTuesday and Thursday in front of
tered women.
·
Room 100.
·
- National Lawyers Guild will hold a gen- - The 1980 Law Revue lives! The
eral meeting to di.s cuss the regional
show . is set for March 22, but we
convention which is in Cincinnati on
are in desparate need of a music ·
November 3-4. 4:00 p.m. at the Guild
director and a stage band. No pay,
office in the Lawyers' Club.
but one hell of a party afterwards.
Please . contact Tannny Stewart at
- The International Law Society is spon764-9065 or leave a note in my
soring Prof~ Steven Meyers (M.I.T.)
mailbox
outside the LSSS office.
to speak on his prize-winning political science treatise "Nuclear Non- FOR SALE--United Airline l/2 Fare
proliferation." 5:15 p.m. , Faculty
Coupon, good thru Dec. 15. $50.
Dining Room, Lawyers' Club.
Call 764-9021.
- Toxic wastes project, Environmental
- Dear Miss Machle:
Law Society Meeting. 7:00p.m . , E.L.S.
Tell me, what is the feminine
office, · Rm. 112, Legal Research.
form of -"guy"?
. Sinc~rely,
- Law Partners--8:00 p.m. at Mary Frazen,
2458 Stone Dr. , Ann Arbor, MI, 663-2184..--------__.....,~~-----~~
--need help on putting on a Casino
night
--anyone interested welcome to come.
WEDNESDAY, October 24
- LSSS meeting, 4 : 30p.m:, Rm. 242 H.H.
THURSDAY, O.c tober _25
- Environmental Law Society - Informal
Lunch meeting. Basement of Dominick's,
noon to 1:00.
- PAD Lunch--"Interviewing from the Other
Side of the Table"o Come ask questions
of five interviewers. Attorneys from
Washington, D.C., Seattle, and San
Franciscoo Noon, FacultyDining Room.
FRIDAY, October 26
- "The Role of the Lawyer in Administrative Ag~ncy Politics; Indian Rights,
Rod Steiger, Karl
the Snail Darter and the Tellico Dam."
Marie Saint
Zygmunt Plater, leader of the legal
Time:
in
Hale Auditorium
fight against the Tellico Dam. Noon,
132 H.H. ·

c ·lassifieds.
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